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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to poop on people but were too shy to just go for it?
There's poop in my soup lets you do just that, poop in soups, poop on people, poop on poodles, poop anywhere you please, from

the streets of New York to Paris to Beijing.
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Make sure to tick off that to-poo list and unlock special poo abilities.
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Can't calibrate height, bots only shoot at other bots, multiplayer is completely dead, can't manually reload, can't turn 90 degrees,
running breaks my character, the list goes on.

Should be a free game. Nowhere near worth 15 dollars.. Amazing game so far. Been waiting for this for years, and now it's here.
Good port with great performance. Apparently there's a lack of HOTAS support, but I use a controller anyway - despite playing
simulators like DCS.
Why?
Because Ace Combat is an arcade game, not a hardcore sim. If you have no regular controllers, I understand your bitterness, but
honestly, if you drop 300 dollars on a hotas and don't own a 20 dollar controller to play an arcade flight game with, you might
want to rethink your priorities.. What you get:
5stages and an extra boss( as always)
4 difficulties to play with
different modes
music fitting to stages and enemies

Everything from novices up to pure masochists can expect a lot from this game.. UnderSouls? Darktales? Mildly infuriating
until you git gud. Also spooky but ninja boi is cute.. Overall It's a really fun game and a workout but you NEED to have a big
play zone or you will smack the hell out of your stuff. And I would love to see it so you can turn with the joystick well as
looking around for the people with no 360 set up.. Alea Jacta Est as an idea for a game is a good one
In execution it needs a lot of work
The game suffers from slow run time and an annoying habit of crashing and at times the game simply doesn't register my
commands and i have to click multiple times before it gets the message (although this cold just be the slow runtime)

The gameplay could be interesting if I knew what was going on as the tutorial does a very poor job of explaining how battles
work and tells you nothing at all about the units (ie what there stats mean, what different units are good for etc)
from what i can gather it seems that armies have a power score based on their units and health (possibly morale too) and this
combined with the general and terran will determine the outcome of a battle it feels like a more complex and interesting version
of the battle system in crusader kings or EU (which is good cause both those games need a better system for battles) and I feel
that if I could just figure out what to do (and have the game run well enough to have the chance to do it) It would be very deep
and challenging and a lot of fun.

As it stands now I wont recommend this game, give it a few months to sort itself out and wait for another steam sale by then
hopefully it will be running well enough to be some real fun.
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This game is very exciting! Avoiding lasers can really get the blood pumping!! The maps are very cool, and the graphics are
amazing. Very immersive game(be careful not to run into your wall to escape lasers like i did cus it hurts! Haha.) Throwing the
orbs is a great idea because it makes it more challenging. This game will provide hours of enjoyment to your life! I thought it
was going to be Budget Cuts redesigned, but its not even close. Not sure how many levels there are yet but so far it has been well
worth the money! And no bugs or crashes which I cant say for many other games Ive played in VR. You will not regret this
purchase!!!. 7/10

genre: casual point and click/HO adventure game

+ the presentation is nice, with good implementation of live actors as the main characters
+ story is quite interesting in the sci-fi/mystery genre - you are afrer a mad scientist who's trying to use some king of energy for
bad cause
+ casual adventure game, with inventory based puzzles, some mini-games/puzzles and hidden objects scenes - not much pixel
hunting , scenes are clear and beautiful - secret places to discover where you collect money which then you use to decorate your
garden (!) - achievements also present
+ detailed diary and map

- acting is terrible, so is voice acting
- puzzles are generally very easy (casual game though)

in general, nice casual game, almost in the artifex mundi games quality level that we all know and like, not quite there though
but it is a good choice for fans of the genre. Pros:
- 2 playable characters with music and hypers.
- 2 new campaigns with new fields.

Cons:
- There are no cons here.. This soundtrack collection excludes some of my favorite tracks from Milestone 1 and 2, but still
provides an exquisite array of the varied elegance and fantasy-sci-fi arrangements that present themselves throughout the series.
At least one variation of each style common to the series is available: jpop vocals, rpg-styled battle themes, choral,
strings\/piano, and its unique sci-fi\/synth-based tunes of ethereal chords. It is consistent with what Fault is: a game that meshes
human progression in both magic and physics.

Memorable songs like \u2018The Regal Ninth\u2019 will instantly take you back to that first pivotal moment, while calmer
tracks like \u2018Sasary\u2019 will evoke nostalgic emotions. Given its price, the omissions due to licensing are negligible. The
soundtrack provides quick access as opposed to popping the games up and listening through their respective galleries which, in
itself, I found worth it. If you need inspirational fantasy songs or an incentive to try the games out, this is a decent option.
. Do you like spinning plates? This is a game about spinning plates, dressed up as a Lovecraft inspired cult "simulator".

I'll keep this brief: The compelling aspect of building a cult didn't last long for me. It was quickly drowned out by the mundane
drudgery of performing my daily job just to earn enough money to keep myself fed so I wouldn't die. Beyond that, I kept falling
into "despair", pulling what few coin I had into medication so I could keep myself from committing suicide. Yes, that might
sound in-line with Lovecraftian horror, being so horrified of unfathomable truths that you can't keep your sanity, but that's not
what's happening: My character is merely trying to live down a minimum wage job with no hope of promotion. I ALREADY
GET THAT IN REAL LIFE

There's only a small hint that mentions "dealing" with my boss somehow, but when you're on the other side of the table trying to
play the REAL game you don't have time, knowledge, or resources to even begin questioning how to do that. On the cult-side of
the game, I'll need money to peruse the library for forbidden lore and cosmic secrets, but UH OH, I only have 2 coins left, and
one is going to medication for my impending despair\/disease I contracted from not eating enough food, and the other is going
toward eating food.

Simultaneously, I'm spinning a different plate trying to recruit followers that I'm not sure what to do with, another plate where
I'm trying to figure out how my dreams can help unlock eldritch insights (when I'm not using this slot to recover from despair
and disease), spinning another plate where I'm exploring the city for some other lead that can help me progress the game in
some way (or if I have a spare coin, searching a bookstore for new lore to help me), spinning another plate to try and study the
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books\/lore I've discovered, spinning another plate where a detective's on my trail and I have to keep him occupied by trying to
bribe or kill him (in my case, unsuccessfully), and then I'm sitting there with a certain kind of "goal" card that I know I have to
use at some point but I CAN'T because the slot I need to use said goal on is being occupied by the aforementioned mundane job
that--if I put on hold for even a minute--I get demoted in, making the mundane element of trying not to starve even MORE
prominent.

There's a heavy time-related element that brings inherent stress to this game. If you're the kind of person who loves
micromanagement, you might like this game. I could specifically see someone who loves Starcraft (or similar RTS's) liking this
game. I, personally, don't enjoy micromanagement, especially when it doesn't actually have anything to do with the central focus
of the game. It seemed really interesting to me at first glance, but it ended up only frustrating and annoying me.. Korea is in the
game that means good.. Awesome things to try out on this DLC:

-Ridiculous combos with new programs (Overdrive + Burst)

-Hide your teleport on the exit and make a conga line with the security

-Have your whole team almost wiped out while waiting for the compiler to finish a program your allready have

-Break the laws of physics by having Gladstone and Derek working with their youger selves

-Get completely destroyed by level 2 enforcers

-Go on ridiculous, uncalled for killing sprees as Draco

20\/20 pwr, more than acceptable dlc!
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